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Many law librarians tend to identify strongly with their work setting and set themselves apart from other types of librarians. Doing this may cause us to lose sight of what we have in common, and prevent us from advocating for ourselves in the future. Ironically, such separation also prevents us from truly examining diversity.

¶1 As I write this, the academic semester is in full swing. I’m juggling preparation of materials for my legal research class, trying to hire research assistants for the library, and getting used to the new reference schedule. Walking into the library, I remember I need to contact a few faculty members to see if they can do a class observation of a library colleague, and I also need to set up a meeting with another faculty member’s research assistants to frame a long-term project that will last through the summer. This afternoon, a meeting about the legal research teaching materials will lead to my revising them for the rest of the day (and probably tomorrow as well).

¶2 At the same time, I know that somewhere not far from here, a friend of mine is likely juggling just as heavy a workload. As the head of reference at a large law firm, she’s responsible for overseeing all reference questions that come into the firm’s New York library. She could be doing anything from giving a one-on-one database tutorial to a new associate to handling a partner’s urgent request for a source to running searches in legal and financial databases. I know working beyond the end of her official day is not an uncommon occurrence and, given the reality of law firm life, on average she probably has to deal with a larger population working under tighter pressure to meet deadlines than I do.

¶3 We have known each other for years, having worked at the same place, what seems like eons ago. Since then, I’ve moved a bit further into academia while she has started working in law firms. As is normal, I think, for most librarians who know each other, we occasionally ask each other for assistance when we’re trying to find something out of our usual realm of “expertise.” She’ll ask if I can find an older document that I might have access to and I’ll solicit her advice on the best way to navigate an unfamiliar database that I know she uses all the time.
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¶4 We get together when we can, laugh, reminisce, and share “war stories” from where we work. We talk about odd reference requests and the stress of our jobs, and we almost always share our impressions of student and attorney research skills. She’s always interested in what I’m teaching and how I’m teaching it, and I’m always fascinated by the research requests from her attorneys. While some things must be kept confidential, it has always been heartening to me to realize that we share some of the same joys and frustrations on a number of topics.

¶5 I don’t think our situation is an unusual one. We are both professionals, and I respect her knowledge and the work she does tremendously and she feels the same about me. What has always been great about our relationship is that even in the infrequent times we get together, we always find a lot in common despite our very different work settings and responsibilities.

¶6 I know that friendships like ours must exist throughout the profession—but it has always been a bit of a puzzle to me why there aren’t more of them. I accept that there are some “normal” divisions between academic, private, and court librarians or technical services, reference, and digital librarians, but I’m sometimes perplexed at how difficult it is for us to interact with one another on issues that affect the profession as a whole. In a previous column, I wrote about how I tend to identify myself as “librarian” first to the outside world, but when at the AALL Annual Meeting, I’ll say I’m an “academic” librarian to differentiate where I work.1 Doing this creates certain images in the minds of whomever I meet, just as when someone introduces themselves to me as a law firm, court, or public librarian, I have certain ideas in my head about their job responsibilities. Unfortunately, I think that there has been an increasing tendency in the past several years to create even stronger divisions within the profession based on where we work or what we do, when in fact, finding what we all have in common would probably do more to strengthen the profession.

¶7 For example: How many of us are frustrated by the limits on pay within our positions, upset by the lack of recognition by our larger organizations, or frustrated when dealing with a vendor or a vendor’s product? Who has smiled and gritted their teeth during a particularly difficult encounter with another individual you were trying to help? Who has struggled with the realization that they’re being asked to take on additional tasks or duties with less help? These are issues that concern all of us as librarians and as a profession. Yet for some reason we seem to focus on our individual groups when discussing these issues, and find it difficult to expand beyond those self-imposed boundaries.

¶8 Part of this, I’m sure, can be attributed to the limited amount of time we spend interacting with law librarians who work in different settings. Many of us have little time to chat with our colleagues in the same city, much less other regions or throughout the nation. It’s easier, too, to share your experiences with those who are closest to you in terms of job positions and responsibilities, because they are the people you interact with for work. Even at the Annual Meeting, it’s easier to catch up with old friends you haven’t seen all year than to venture out to another group

of librarians, simply because of time constraints. And as the economy, emerging technology, and our jobs pressure us to perform more (to justify our positions or just keep afloat), it can be truly difficult to move beyond the circles we already know.

¶9 My personal opinion is that the divisions within law librarianship will likely continue in the immediate future, and even if it could change, I’m not sure what approaches would work. But I worry that adhering to our old patterns of self-division may do more to harm our profession in the long run when it comes to issues such as complaints about the discussion of the overall state of and cost of legal education.2

¶10 The discussion that continues to swirl around legal education and the way lawyers are trained is not a new one. But the recent economic downturn has led to a closer examination of both the legal education model and the ability of law school graduates to obtain employment after amassing considerable amounts of debt.3 If law librarians fail to engage and involve ourselves in these larger discussions and ignore the criticisms leveled at the legal profession, we do so at our own peril. Perhaps the economy will improve within the next few years and there will be a collective sigh of relief throughout the legal landscape as things settle down and we regain our equilibrium. Or perhaps more law firm librarians will find themselves laid off to save on costs, and academic and court librarians will be told that no new staff can be hired or that open positions are being eliminated due to budget constraints. This could lead to many of us having little choice about taking on additional duties for fear of losing our current positions.


11 By nature, I’m not a pessimist. Yet I’m frustrated at times—at myself, at the profession, at the legal education system—with how we limit ourselves and our discussions of what could help us by keeping to the groups we know and rarely venturing beyond them unless pushed by some external force.

12 I know it’s difficult for each of us to find the time to even think about larger issues like “the profession” when we deal with our day-to-day lives. But I believe thinking about these larger issues is necessary if we actually want to diversify the profession. Finding ways to interact with each other and talk about what we have in common will help us understand that while the details of our jobs may be different, the frustrations and other feelings are the same. For instance: How many of us have been irked by unexpected changes to a system or product we relied upon? Or been flabbergasted by the lack of knowledge by someone assessing our work or our value to an institution about what we do on a day-to-day basis?

13 This is not to say that efforts to create communication channels among various law librarian groups don’t exist, or that these channels are not working as they should. In some areas, law firm and academic law librarians are reaching out to each other to discuss what students are learning in school and trying to figure out the best way to communicate to them what they’ll need once they’re out in the real world.4

14 But I think that we need to think about more ways to reach out to one another to find out how our different groups operate and how we work. Academic law librarians must articulate to students the level of knowledge that’s expected of them. Law firm librarians need to understand that the traditional law school curriculum doesn’t always allow librarians to teach students formally—but that most academic law librarians still manage to find ways to teach students the basics. Both groups need to hear from court and government librarians about what other types of attorneys or members of the general public need from the law library profession.

15 And perhaps my most radical thought: Law librarians need to realize we are truly part of the legal profession. Not on the edge, not on the periphery of it, hovering around like an outsider. We educate and teach future lawyers; we assist them in their daily work; we are responsible, in part, for what they do and how they do it. We make sure they have the tools they need to do their job, and many times we train them on how to use those tools. We belong in the discussion about the future of legal education, and how it is shaped, because we are the ones who often help fill in the gaps of what is missing when a new attorney starts out. And we are the ones who help senior attorneys learn new methods for retrieving relevant information.

16 I’ve often sensed hesitancy in librarians—not only in the legal profession, but in librarianship as a whole—to embrace the concept that our work is integral to those we support. Overall, librarians in general public libraries appear to be better at articulating their mission and their purpose to the communities they serve,

4. This could occur informally, as it does in my discussions with my friend who works in a law firm library. Or it may occur more formally, in settings like “bridge the gap” programs that help law students make the transition to working in their summer placements. In these, law firm librarians and academic librarians can work together to help make the program as useful as possible to students and future practitioners.
and those that do it best usually have a vibrant base of users who support them in
good times and bad. Many public libraries (including several public law libraries)
seem to be better than most of us at communicating why they’re a valuable asset to
their communities—through marketing, through participation in and explaining
how they enrich the life of their community, and by starkly laying out the potential
losses to the community if their budgets or resources are cut.

¶17 In academia, I believe librarians have been somewhat protected from the
perils of continually having to justify their existence because of ABA accreditation
standards that require law schools to maintain libraries (though we sometimes fail
at making our faculty, deans, or even students understand why that’s the case). In
some law firms, a prosperous bottom line and clients who have traditionally not
questioned billing practices for legal materials may have helped libraries as well. But
the current questioning of the value of the legal education system and of the man-
ner in which law firms conduct their business implies that our own positions are
likely to be more rigorously questioned in the future.

¶18 This brings me back to finding common ground among the various groups
in law librarianship and to the idea of diversity within the profession. On an indi-
vidual level, I know that there are librarians in every type of legal setting who prove
the value of their work to their organizations every day. I am confident that there
are librarians in all settings and with all types of job titles and assigned duties who
share the same pressures, frustrations, and fears about how their workplaces are
evolving and what their place may be in that new arena.

¶19 So what stops us from harnessing that energy into promoting our value to
the legal profession? Is it our lack of time? Is it our split into our self-imposed
groups along types of legal settings? Is it a general characteristic of a “service” pro-
fession that we don’t speak up—or speak to each other—to share our strength? I
actually think it is probably a combination of all those factors, but that our inclina-
tion to define ourselves by our differences is a significant factor.

¶20 Ironically, I think this type of separation inhibits a real discussion of diver-
sity and examining the root causes of it. By labeling ourselves by the type of legal
setting we work in, we make the same mistake of the legal profession and legal
education at large—we limit the opportunities to see what we may have in common
or that the repercussions of one action may reach further than is immediately
realized.

¶21 Thus, another librarian may not realize that the trouble I might have teach-
ing a student a certain concept in legal research is perhaps related to the trouble the
student might have researching in a law firm a few years from now, or that it has an
impact on knowing how to articulate an issue when he gets to the county library as
a solo attorney. I may not be able to see that a law firm tightening its purse strings
means that certain databases or sources I teach my students might not be available
in practice, or that a small public law library cannot accommodate the sudden
uptick in demand for certain types of materials.

¶22 If we don’t interact with each other, we won’t necessarily be aware of these
connections. The lack of interaction and the continuation of the status quo means
each group faces the potential evolution of legal education and the legal profession
alone, as opposed to together. Doing so will likely mean that the profession as a
whole will be further separated and diluted, and it will be more difficult to make
the case that law librarians should have a place in defining the future of legal education and its impact on the practice of law.

¶23 More importantly, by not recognizing what we all have in common in the first place, we make it more difficult to accept and acknowledge the differences that diversity can bring to the profession as a whole. Without understanding that we should be united in some very basic goals—that we are professionals with expertise, that we share the same feelings of frustration over certain developments in our jobs, and that we are all important to the larger legal profession—I think there’s little chance we can ever get past that to discuss diversity.

¶24 Then again, I’ve been able to see my friend regularly and remain in contact with her even though it has been more than ten years since we worked together. Perhaps there is room for optimism after all.